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Chapter 856 

Upon hearing this, the fake emperor suddenly stood up, his eyes filled with 
disbelief and a hint of panic. 

Andrius actually led troops to the Swallows to capture him! 

How dare he?! 

“What?” 

The Seventh Elder was furious and broke off the armrests of his chair with a 
snap. His face was filled with boundless anger. “Andrius Moonshade, a mere 
youngster, dares to surround the territory of the Swallows? How dare he?!” 

He immediately stood up and walked out angrily, leading the four experts 
furiously. He wanted to see what Andrius was really made of. 

A moment later, the Seventh Elder appeared at the entrance, blocking Andrius 
who was about to charge inside. 

“Andrius Moonshade! This is the territory of the Swallows. I give you ten 
seconds to leave, or disaster will befall you!” 

The Swallows glared at Andrius emotionlessly, showing their determination to 
defend their place. 

 

 

“The Swallows‘ territory?” Andrius stared directly at the Seventh Elder, his 
eyes filled with fearless righteousness like a mighty wind. “Regardless of 
whether this is the Swallows‘ or another family’s territory, it’s all a part of 
Florence’s land. 

“Am I not in my own country? No one can stand above Florence’s laws, and 
no one can shield the eternal criminal of Florence!” 

“The fake emperor seized power and committed countless murders. 



“He led to the tragic deaths of the Lycantroops‘ officers, making their spirits 
unable to rest in peace. This is his first crime! 

“He secretly researched insect poisons and used Florence’s soldiers as 
collateral. This is his second crime! 

“He impersonated the emperor and committed unlawful acts, causing 
Florence to fall into chaos. This is his third crime! 

“All three crimes are enough to warrant his life!” Andrius‘ words were 
righteous and fearless. 

The Seventh Elder sneered and asked disdainfully, “What exactly do you 
want, Andrius?” 

Andrius said loudly, “I want to capture the traitor and restore justice!” 

It was just nine words, but the weight behind them was heavier than a 
thousand pounds He wanted to arrest the fake emperor before the eyes of the 
Seventh Elder 

It was not just an arrest. It was a blatant slap in the face to the Swallows and a 
violation of the long standing rules! 

“Insolence!” The Seventh Elder was enraged upon hearing this. “Andrius 
Moonshade, if you 

dare to step one foot into the Swallows‘ territory today, what awaits you is the 
relentless pursuit of the Swallows, the first of the four great ancient martial 
families! 

“They’ll chase you to the ends of the earth until your death! Have you thought 
it through?” 

The Seventh Elder’s eyes were like a snake, radiating a cold and ruthless 
aura. Andrius‘ reflection in his eyes shattered instantly. 

It was clear that the killing intent in his heart had reached an unimaginable 
level. 

Facing the Seventh Elder’s gaze, Andrius suddenly smiled as he said, 
“Attack!” 



Swoosh… 

As soon as he spoke, the elite soldiers from the Lycantroops immediately 
surged forward like a tidal wave. 

The Seventh Elder’s eyes could not help but twitch. 

He never thought that Andrius would truly possess the guts and determination 
to wage war against the Swallows, and it would be a battle to the death! 

“Charge!” he uttered a single word coldly. 

Behind him, the four experts rushed into the sea of soldiers like a raging 
storm. 

A great battle was about to erupt. 
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Andrius did not remain idle. He charged into the courtyard to capture the fake 
emperor. 

“Insolence!” the Seventh Elder shouted expressionlessly and blocked Andrius‘ 
path. 

Bam! 

Andrius threw a punch without hesitation. His punch was like a dragon, stirring 
up a tempest. 

However, the Seventh Elder was powerful. He calmly raised his hand to block 
Andrius‘ punch and countered with a palm strike to his chest. 

Andrius turned his fist into a palm and clashed with the attack. 

Bam! 

An overwhelming force burst out. 

The Seventh Elder merely swayed slightly, but Andrius was pushed back 
three steps before regaining his footing. 

The gap in their strength was quite significant. 



“Hmph.” 

After repelling Andrius with a palm strike, the Seventh Elder snorted and 
immediately advanced toward him. 

Andrius hands waved as he blocked move after move from the Seventh Elder. 
However, the immense strength of his opponent forced him to retreat step by 
step until he was backed into 

a corner. 

The Seventh Elder stared at Andrius and said with a cold smile, “I wondered 
how amazing you were, but you’re still only at the early stage of Martial Lord. 

‘Becoming a Martial Lord before 30 years old is indeed something to be proud 
of. 

Unfortunately, since you encountered me today, your death is imminent!” 

The Seventh Elder continued to speak, trying to disturb Andrius‘ concentration 
and deliver a fatal blow. 

“Wolf King!” 

 

 

“Wolf King!” 

Several elite soldiers nearby saw the situation and immediately shouted as 
they rushed over 

However, the Seventh Elder did not even look back. He swung his hands and 
sent the Lycantroops elites flying through the air, spitting blood as they went 

Whoosh 

While the Seventh Elder was dealing with the Lycantroops, Andrtus suddenly 
lunged with incredible speed. 

His left hand was curled in a claw, and his right hand in a fist His movements 
were swift as lightning, carrying a chilling wind 
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“Trifling skill.” 

The Seventh Elder sneered and turned to launch a powerful double–palm 
strike. 

Even before the palm strike reached, the wind it blew up was fierce, making it 
impossible to keep one’s eyes open. 

The wall behind Andrius immediately cracked and collapsed with a resounding 
crash, demonstrating the tremendous force behind the attack. 

Andrius was alarmed and instantly gathered his inner energy to confront the 
attack. 

Boom… 

The next moment, their four palms clashed. 

Andrius felt as if a mountain were pressing down on him, and then he was 
sent flying like a kite with a broken string. He crashed heavily into the wall 
behind him before falling to the ground. 

“Pfft…” 

He struggled to get up but felt as if his internal organs had been rearranged 
and spat out a mouthful of blood. 

The Seventh Elder was too powerful! 

“Die!” 

The next moment, the Seventh Elder leaped into the air like an eagle in the 
sky and aimed a palm strike directly at Andrius‘ head, ready to strike him 
down. 

Whoosh… 

In the blink of an eye, a silver–feathered arrow suddenly cut through the air. 

Thud! 



It hit the Seventh Elder, diverting his trajectory and causing the palm strike to 
miss its mark. 

Andrius immediately took the opportunity to retreat. 

Swoosh! 

At the same time, figures moved rapidly from a distance and blocked the path 
between Andrius and the Seventh Elder. 

It was Luna, who was leading the seven Dragon Generals again. 

“Seventh Elder! It was them who stood in our way earlier!” 

The four experts recognized them and immediately reported to the Seventh 
Elder 

The Seventh Elder was furious He stared at Luna in the middle and snorted 
coldly “I am the Seventh Eider of the Swallows I don’t know who you are, but 
can you show respect to the Swallows and refrain from interfering in the 
matters between us and Andrius Moonshad 

“Respect?” Luna’s expression under the mask remained unchanged as she 
shouted “The Dragon Manor doesn’t owe anyone respect! 

“Go!” 

Then, she waved her hand. 

Four of the Dragon Generals went after the four experts, and the remaining 
three surrounded the Seventh Elder in a triangular formation, making their 
intentions clear. 

“You!” 

The Seventh Elder was so furious that he felt like exploding. He immediately 
used all his strength to try to break through the encirclement of the three 
Dragon Generals, but it was useless. 

“This is my chance!” 

Andrius narrowed his eyes and nodded at Luna, then immediately rushed into 
the courtyard. 



Then, he spotted the fake emperor, who was hiding behind the artificial 
mountain and trying to peek at the battle. He walked forward boldly. 

“Y–you… Andrius Moonshade, you…” 

The fake emperor was still searching for Andrius‘ figure on the battlefield 
when a figure suddenly blocked his light. When he looked up to see Andrius 
approaching him with large strides, he was instantly terrified, and his lips 
could not help but tremble. 
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His tongue was tied into a knot. 

Andrius was incredibly audacious and dared to chase down the Swallows with 
the intent of killing him. He was insane and arrogant! 

“Andrius Moonshade!” 

The fake emperor was frightened. He continued to retreat and tried to use 
threats. “This is the Swallows‘ territory. The Swallows won’t spare you if you 
dare to act recklessly here!” 

Andrius snickered and did not stop moving forward. 

“Y–you… The strength of the Swallows is beyond your imagination!” 

The fake emperor continued to retreat but suddenly bumped into a wall. There 
was nowhere left to run. 

“Killing you will be easier than squashing an ant!” 
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Andrius saw the fear in the fake emperor’s eyes and thought of the 
Lycantroops officers who had died at his hands, as well as the torment he had 
endured. He could not help but sneer, You’ve committed countless atrocities 
and should have known that this day would come. 

“No matter what happens in the future, regardless of whether the Swallows 
will intervene, right now, you deserve death for your evil acts! 



Then, Andrius stopped wasting his breath and swiftly moved forward, 
grabbing the fake emperor by the throat. 

Crack! 

All beings were equal in the face of death. 

The fake emperor desperately struggled to say something, but Andrius did not 
give him the chance to do so. 

He decisively snapped the fake emperor’s neck and detached his head, 
intending to use it to pay tribute to the fallen heroes. 

Thus, the fake emperor, who had once been glorious and influential, met his 
tragic end. In the end, he was nothing more than a clump of dirt. 

Outside the courtyard, the Seventh Elder saw Andrius charging in and was 
instantly furious. It was as if some taboo had been triggered at that moment. 

Swoosh! 

Rumble! 

Crack, crack, crack! 

After repelling the Dragon Generals with a few moves, the Seventh Elder 
swooped into the courtyard 

What he saw was the headless body of the fake emperor lying silently on the 
ground. His head had been detached by Andrius and placed nearby. His eyes 
were still wide open, clearly not 

finding peace in death. 

 

 

“Damn it!” 

The Seventh Elder was infuriated and charged toward Andrius. 

Swoosh! 



Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Figures appeared one after another, blocking Andrius‘ path. 

It was the seven Dragon Generals. 

“Argh…” 

The Seventh Elder attacked wildly but could not break through the seven 
Dragon Generals‘ blockade to harm Andrius. Everything he did was in vain. 

“Damn it! Damn it!” 

When he saw that there was no way to kill Andrius, he glared at Andrius with 
resentment and said fiercely, “Andrius Moonshade, you killed someone on the 
Swallows‘ territory today. I won’t forget this. 

“They can protect you now, but they can’t protect you forever. Someday, I’ll 
personally take your head and make you pay for today’s humiliation.” 

With that, he turned and left angrily. 

Today’s events were far from trivial. The survivor of the Kleins had charged 
into the Swallows‘ territory and killed the fake emperor, sending a clear signal 
of the Klein family’s return. 

In addition to that, a mysterious organization called the Dragon Manor had 
emerged. Its seven powerful members were all martial realm experts. It was 
clear that they had not trained overnight. 

The Seventh Elder had to quickly relay this information back to the Swallows 
and make preparations. 

After he left, the four experts glared at Andrius and followed him. Their figures 
soon disappeared from sight. 

“My friends from the Dragon Manor…” 

This was the second time they appeared and helped him. Andrius nodded 
toward them in gratitude. “Thank you for your help. I will always remember 



this. If you ever need me in the future, please don’t hesitate to ask. I won’t 
refuse.” 

Luna looked deeply at Andrius and confirmed that the Seventh Elder and the 
others would not return before saying, “Wolf King, like I said, you can just 
boldly do what you want to do 

With that, she left with the Dragon Generals 

Andrius suddenly found her eyes and figure very familiar, as if he had seen 
that person somewhere before However, no matter how hard he tried to recall, 
he could not remember when he had met such a person 

With the fake emperor’s death, this operation had come to a perfect end. 

Andrius quickly gathered the Lycantroops and returned to the capital where he 
found Registus. 

“Registus, do you know the Dragon Manor in Florence? 

“The people who are part of it are all martial realm experts. They’ve helped 
me twice now, but they wore masks and refused to reveal their true identities!” 
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“Anyone known in the ancient martial world cannot harm those outside of it. 

“Of course, people from outside the ancient martial world are also not allowed 
to harm them. 

“Those in the ancient martial world have always considered themselves 
superior, so they established this set of rules. Even if outsiders don’t know 
about it, they must abide by it. 

“Otherwise, anyone who dares to break this rule, whether they’re from the 
ancient martial world or not, will be jointly eliminated by all the ancient martial 
forces!” 

Andrius‘ eyes widened slightly. 



So, that was how it was. 

It was no wonder the fake emperor and the Seventh Elder kept saying that he 
would be hunted 

down. 

“In fact…” Registus continued, “This rule was established because the four 
major families coveted the Klein family’s treasure. 

“They used this rule as an excuse to unite and attack the Klein family, 
ultimately leading to its annihilation.” 

Hearing this, Andrius could not contain his anger any longer. His fists 
clenched tightly, his knuckles turning white from the force, and the veins on 
his arms bulged. The fire in his chest burned fiercely. 

The four major families had stooped so low. Andrius would settle the accounts 
with them sooner or later. 

“Andrius…” 

Registus saw his expression and sighed softly. 

After the four major families wiped out the Kleins, the Swallows immediately 
brought forward 

a puppet, pushing him, the legitimate prince, aside for 20 whole years! 

The humiliation he had endured was no less than Andrius. 

Thus, he truly empathized with Andrius‘ current mood. 

That night, the two talked about many things. 

They talked about the ancient martial world, the four major families, the future 
of Florence, and their plans for the future. 

Somewhere two to three hundred kilometers north of Kiyoto, there was a 
mountain called Swallow Mountain. 

The scenery here was beautiful and the air was fresh, but few people came 
here 



Even if someone approached, they would be intercepted by a cottage halfway 
up the mountain and told to turn back as soon as possible That was because 
this was the headquarters of the Swallows. 

That night, the lights in the residence were brightly lit. 

All the core members were seated in a grand hall, looking solemn and sitting 
upright, not showing the slightest impatience. 

The Seventh Elder was also present. 

After he brought back the news, the current head of the Swallows, Norvin 
Swallow, decided to come out tonight. 

That led to the current scene. 

Swoosh… 

Suddenly, a figure sat in the main seat. 

The figure was vague at first but gradually became clearer. He had sharp 
eyes, arched eyebrows, a face with a reddish glow, and a powerful presence 
that made it impossible to look him directly in the eyes. 

It was none other than Norvin Swallow. 

“Norvin!” 

All the Swallow family members stood up and greeted him. 

Norvin nodded slightly, indicating for them to sit down. 

Everyone took their seats. 

“Gentlemen…” Norvin’s gaze swept across them, and he slowly said, “I’m 
sure you’ve all heard of what happened today. 

“The fake emperor was just a pawn, so his death doesn’t matter. 

“However, Andrius Moonshade, a remnant of the Kleins, has openly violated 
the rules of the ancient martial world. This is an opportunity, a once–in–a–
century opportunity!” 



Norvin had always wanted to control Andrius and make him search for the 
Klein family’s treasure. However, due to the rules he had created himself, he 
could not lay a hand on Andrius. 

Now, Andrius had broken this rule on his own, giving the Swallows an 
opportunity to act 

ust him. 

as…” He looked at the Seventh Elder and smiled. “Seventh Elder, I know 
you’re angry cause of this, so I’ll leave this matter to you. 

“Capture Andrius Moonshade and bring him to the Swallows for questioning!” 
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